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BINDINGNESS 
 
 

 
Jean d’Aspremont* 

 
 
 
Bindingness has long constituted the very DNA of the discipline of internation-
al law, that is the very central binary code that allows a differentiation between 
international legal discourses and other argumentative and descriptive frame-
works concerning the exercise of public authority at the international level. It 
is, indeed, in the very concept of bindingness that international lawyers have 
found the instructions for the continuous and autonomous development of in-
ternational legal argumentation. It is also by virtue of the concept of binding-
ness that international legal studies have been able to claim a monopoly on the 
cognition of the ‘legally binding’ at the international level. It is noteworthy 
that, as the DNA of the discipline, bindingness has simultaneously informed 
the way in which international lawyers are socialized as international lawyers. 
In fact, being socialised as an international lawyer has traditionally presup-
posed a mastery of the techniques necessary to ascertain and give content to the 
legally binding materials that can subsequently feed into international legal ar-
gumentation. 
 
It is argued here that, in the last decades of international legal thought, such a 
DNA of the discipline has been growingly approached with skepticism. It is 
more specifically submitted that bindingness has been less and less construed 
as the exclusive genetic code that provides the instructions for the identification 
and autonomous development of international legal discourses as international 
lawyers have sought to emancipate themselves from their own genetic heritage. 
Since the second half of the 20th century, many international lawyers have 
come to feel that international legal discourses ought no longer to be structured 
and developed around the dichotomy between the ‘legally binding’ and the ‘le-
gally non-binding’. Their emancipatory moves have arguably brought about 
refreshing dynamism and excitement in international legal thought.  
 

                                                 
∗  Professor of Public International Law, University of Manchester; Professor of International Legal 
Theory, University of Amsterdam; Director of the Manchester International Law Centre (MILC); and 
Director of Oxford International Organizations. The author wishes to thank Julia Wdowin for her assis-
tance.  
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The enthusiasm and the sense of freshness spawned by the abovementioned 
experiments on the DNA of the discipline have, however, turned out to be ra-
ther short-lived, as is discussed in the following paragraphs. Indeed, interna-
tional lawyers have quickly come to realize that completely forsaking binding-
ness has proved unfeasible, for their consciousness has remained heavily im-
bued by the heritage of the binary code providing by bindingness. What is 
more, the excitement provoked by the new range of possibilities to make sense 
of the world provided by such moves away from bindingness has rapidly been 
supplanted by anxiety about the loss of autonomy of the discipline and its abil-
ity to develop around a common language. Such a loosening of the core genetic 
code of international lawyers’ argumentative and descriptive framework has 
simultaneously been accused of, among others, concealing a return to variants 
of naturalism, of conveying an equally conservative and hegemonic under-
standing of the ‘international’, of replacing one dichotomic view of the interna-
tional by another, or of surrendering the power of definition to other groups of 
professionals. In the end, it is argued here, the refreshing experiments on the 
DNA of the discipline have failed to generate any fundamental revolution of 
the binary structure of international legal discourses, as bindingness continues 
to perform an ontological and identifying function in the discipline today. Con-
temporary international lawyers, while disagreeing on the modes of ascertain-
ment of bindingness, still see the world as being articulated around the ‘legally 
binding’ and the ‘legally non-binding’, the former allegedly constituting a 
mode of argumentation as well as a descriptive framework on which they claim 
a monopoly.  
 
The following paragraphs seek to substantiate this account of the resilience of 
bindingness as the DNA of the discipline. After recalling the modern under-
standings and ontological functions of bindingness in international legal dis-
courses (1), a few observations will be formulated on the emancipatory exper-
iments found in recent international legal thought (2). This chapter will end 
with some remarks on the resilience of the idea of bindingness as a result of the 
anxiety and suspicions that have accompanied the attempts to alter the genetic 
code of the discipline (3).  
 
Before developing this argument further, a preliminary caveat is warranted. It 
ought to be pointed out that most of the genetic experiments to alter the tradi-
tional DNA of the discipline have been of an academic nature. In fact, judges – 
and, to a large extent, practitioners – have shied away from venturing into such 
scholarly laboratories, avoiding any move that could legitimize the genetic ex-
periments being carried out there.1 On the contrary, such experiments have 

                                                 
1 In the South West Africa case the ICJ famously held that ‘[l]aw exists, it is said [sic], to serve a social 
need; but precisely for that reason it can do so only through and within the limits of its own discipline. 
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emboldened judges to see that their role is that of guardians of the original 
DNA of the discipline, and especially of the frontiers of the ‘legally binding’ 
world. Such judicial reactionism is not entirely surprising. Without bindingness 
– or at least as long as bindingness has not firmly been replaced by another ge-
netic code to distinguish between judicial discourses and other discourses on 
the ‘international’ – judges would be bereft of their social recognition as au-
thoritative interpreters of the law. The products of judicial processes cannot 
possibly appear as a ‘decision in law’ if not grounded in pre-existing materials 
held as legally binding by the community to which their decisions are ad-
dressed. The foregoing is why the following discussion is primarily built on 
academic discourses.  
 
1. The modern heritage: the world of the ‘legally binding’  
 
In the context of international law, the concept of bindingness was born with 
modernity. More specifically, it came to existence as an attempt to keep the 
‘morally binding’ at bay and to equate international law with the ‘legally bind-
ing’. In that sense, it is as a result of the modernist (and liberal) project to sepa-
rate law from morality that bindingness came to play an ontological function 
for law. As far as international law is concerned, this emancipation from natu-
ral law and the construction of an autonomous discipline around the ‘legally 
binding’ took more than a century. The architects of this modern international 
law – and thus of this new world divided between the ‘legally binding’ and the 
‘legally non-binding’ – are well-known: Grotius, Hobbes, Vattel, Martens, 
etc. 2 The history of this dynasty of international lawyers and the genesis of 
bindingness as the DNA of modern international law ought not to be recalled 
here.3 More interesting is the epistemological consequence of the rise of bind-
ingness as the central genetic code of the discipline. Indeed, this modern articu-
lation of the discipline around bindingness has put in place a power-sharing 

                                                                                                                                            
Otherwise, it is not a legal service that would be rendered.’ See South West Africa (Ethiopia v South 
Africa, Liberia v South Africa) [1966] (Second Phase) ICJ Rep, 34 para 49. See also the entry of Fleur 
Johns in this volume.  
2 It is well-known that posited bindingness and naturalistic modes of reasoning were resilient. See S 
Pufendorf On the Law of Nature and of Nations (CH Oldfather and WA Oldfather trans) (Clarendon 
Press Oxford 1934 [1672]). See the comments by E Jouannet Emer de Vattel et l’émergence doctrinale 
du droit international classique (Pedone Paris 1998) at 361ff. For an English translation of one part of 
Wolff’s work, see C Wolff Law of Nations Treated according to a Scientific Method (JH Drake trans) 
(Clarendon Press Oxford 1934 [1749]). 
3 An interesting account of this severance from natural law theories is provided by P Guggenheim ‘Les 
Origines de la Notion autonome du Droit des Gens’ in Symbolae Verzijl: Présentées au professeur 
JHW Verzijl à l’occasion de son LXX-ième anniversaire (Martinus Nijhoff The Hague 1958) 177–89. 
See generally D Kennedy ‘International Law and the Nineteenth Century: History of an Illusion’ 
(1996) 65 Nordic Journal of International Law 385–420 For a brief account of the move away from 
such naturalistic modes of reasoning, see also J. d’Aspremont, Formalism and the Sources of Interna-
tional Law (OUP, 2011), 62-66. 
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agreement about how to share ‘the international’: to international lawyers the 
‘legally binding’, to moral philosophers the ‘morally binding’ and to political 
scientists or international relations specialists all the rest. In that sense, bind-
ingness came to define a specific type of exercise of public authority (i.e. the 
‘legally binding’) whose study is allocated to international lawyers, simultane-
ously alienating other types of cognition of the exercises of public authority 
which were left to other professionals. As a consequence, the world of the ‘le-
gally binding’ is the only world which international lawyers should pose de-
mand of, for they shall assume no commitment towards the non-legally bind-
ing. This framework for epistemological truce among those studying the ‘inter-
national’, it is argued here, held firmly until the second half of the 20th century.  
 
It is important to highlight that such a modernist division of tasks related to ar-
gumentation about ‘the international’ had fundamental jurisprudential implica-
tions. Indeed, according to such an arrangement – and the conception of inter-
national law that comes with it – bindingness became the expression of the va-
lidity of a rule and its membership to the international legal order. Once it is 
validated (and thus anchored in the international legal order), a rule constitutes 
binding material that is eligible for use in international legal argumentation.4 
The contrast between this modernist approach to bindingness and (early) natu-
ral law is conspicuous. Whilst in the natural law tradition, the embedment of a 
rule in the legal order follows its posited moral bindingness, the modernist ap-
proach makes bindingness derived from its formal embedment in international 
law.5  
 
This is not as far as the jurisprudential implications of the modernist account of 
bindingness go. The generation of bindingness of rules through their valid 
membership to the international legal order has inextricably called for mecha-
nisms to ascertain the embedment of such rules in the international legal order 
by content-independent modes of reasoning.6 The first rudimentary argumenta-
tive tool that was devised to ascertain those binding rules located validity in the 
will of the state.7 This construction is what later came to be called “volunta-
rism” and which is still constantly referred to in the literature despite its anec-

                                                 
4 It is sometimes exceptionally contended that bindingness generates validity and not the other way 
around. See Giovanni Sartor, “Validity as Bindingness : The Normativity of Legality”, EUI Working 
Papers LAW No. 2006/18, available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=939778. 
5 On this contrast with natural law, see John Gardner, Law as a Leap of Faith (OUP, 2012), at 9.  
6 This has usually constituted one of the main questions debated by Analytical jurisprudence. For an 
overview of this debate, see John Gardner, Law as a Leap of Faith (OUP, 2012), 177-194. 
7 d’Aspremont, Formalism and the Sources of International Law (OUP, 2011), at 66.  
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dotal character in the history of international legal thought.8 Quickly, however, 
such a mode of determination of bindingness-generating validity was supplant-
ed by a new sophisticated mechanism called the doctrine of sources where the 
will of the state is no longer the primary bindingness-ascertaining criterion. In-
deed, 20th century international lawyers developed a formal mechanism to de-
termine bindingness-generating validity, such a construction even making its 
way into the emblematic Article 38 of the Statute of the Permanent Court of 
International Justice.9 The generation of bindingness through the doctrine of 
sources constituted another important point of departure from (early) naturalist 
accounts, for the modernist understanding of bindingness makes the latter be 
determined by content-independent modes of reasoning in contrast to the (ear-
ly) naturalist content-dependent modes of creation of (moral) bindingness.10  
 
So construed around the doctrine of sources, bindingness put forward a specific 
mode of legal argumentation which culminated in the first half of the 20th cen-
tury. As a result of this modernist jurisprudential construction, the world came, 
in the eyes of international lawyers, to be divided between the ‘legal binding’ 
and the ‘legally non-binding’ by virtue of the indications provided by the doc-
trine of sources. For international lawyers, a given norm or standard of behav-
ior is said to be binding upon legal relations between subjects if that norm or 
standard can be validated by virtue of the doctrine of sources of that legal or-
der. The doctrine of sources is thus what allows norms and standards to be 
formally anchored in a legal order, generate bindingness, and be eligible as ma-
terials for international legal arguments. It is noteworthy that, in such a con-
struction, the doctrine of sources is even construed as the exclusive generator 
of bindingness: only those norms and standards validated by virtue of the doc-
trine of sources can be considered binding upon legal relations established 
therein and serve as argumentative materials. 
 
The foregoing has depicted the traditional role that has – consciously or uncon-
sciously – been ascribed to bindingness in international legal thought. It is true 
that in international legal literature, bindingness is sometimes equated to a 

                                                 
8 Richard Collins, “Classical Positivism in International Law Revisited” in J. Kammerhofer and J. 
d’Aspremont (eds), International Legal Positivism in a Postmodern World (CUP, 2014), 23-49. 
9 On the development of this doctrine, see the chapters of Milos Vec and Lauri Mälksoo on the 
“Sources in the 19th Century European tradition” as well as the chapters of Ole Spiermann, and Mal-
gosia Fitzmaurice on “The history of Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice” in 
S. Besson and J. d’Aspremont (eds), Oxford Handbook on the Sources of International Law (OUP, 
forthcoming).  
10 For further discussion of this jurisprudential implications of the association between validity and 
bindingness, see G. J. Postema, A Treatise of Legal Philosophy and General Jurisprudence, Springer, 
2011, 261-340 
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question of authority (that is the possibility of a ‘sense of obligation’).11 It is 
submitted here that the question of whether the legally binding world does in-
deed carry a (moral) duty to obey its norms is a distinct question still intensely 
debated among theorists.12 It must be acknowledged that bindingness and au-
thority, albeit distinct, are not completely alien to one another. Indeed, bind-
ingness, and thus the membership to the legally binding world, are usually held 
as being one of the multiple sources of authority (‘sense of obligation’) of in-
ternational legal rules.13 In other words, bindingness provides one of the rea-
sons for action which may or not be sufficient to convince addresses of interna-
tional legal rules to comply with the latter. Despite such connection, binding-
ness and the creation of a sense of obligations among addressees of interna-
tional legal rules are distinct notions which can be apprehended and discussed 
separately.14  
 
This modernist construction whereby bindingness performs a linchpin function 
and is generated by a sophisticated doctrine of sources throve uncontested until 
the second half of the 20th century. That success can certainly be explained by 
the comfort and the seeming ease of use which it seems to provide international 
lawyers with. 15 This is not to say, however, that such a construction is concep-
tually watertight. First, it only explains first order bindingness, that is the bind-
ingness of those standards which addressees – mostly States and international 
organizations – ought to abide to.16 It does not say anything about second order 
bindingness, that is, how the mechanism whereby bindingness is generated (i.e. 
the doctrine of sources) is itself binding upon those law-applying officials that 

                                                 
11 A. D’Amato, Why is International Law Binding?" (2008), Faculty Working Papers. Paper 159. 
http://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/facultyworkingpapers/159. For a functional variant of 
this equation between authority and bindingness, see O. Yasuaki, “International Law in and with Inter-
national Politics : The Functions of International Law in International Society”, 14 European Journal 
of International Law (2003), 105-139.  
12 J. Raz famously contended that law claims moral legitimacy and no practice qualifies as law unless 
it claims moral force. See J. Raz, The Authority of Law, Clarendon, 1979, at 30). For a different posi-
tion see H.L.A. Hart, “Legal Duty and Obligation”, in H.L.A. Hart, Essays on Bentham, Oxford: Clar-
endon Press, 1982 pp. 127-61. For a recent revival of the Benthamit and Austinian coercive under-
standing of law, see Frederick Schauer, The Force of Law (Harvard University Press, 2015).For some 
critical remarks on this debate, see L. Murphy, What Makes Law? An Introduction to The Philosophy 
of Law, Cambridge, 2014, 109-143. 
13 Hart, The Concept of Law, 2d edition (Clarendon, 1994), p. 203.  
14 L. Murphy, What Makes Law? An Introduction to The Philosophy of Law, Cambridge, 2014, at 115.  
15 On how this was perceived as progress, see M Koskenniemi “International Law in a Post-Realist 
Era” (1995) 16 Australian Yearbook of International Law 1–19; T Skouteris The Notion of Progress in 
International Law Discourse (TMC Asser Press The Hague 2010) esp ch 3. 
16 On second order bindingness and the acceptance of the rule of recognition, see L. Murphy, What 
Makes Law? An Introduction to The Philosophy of Law (CUP, 2014), 31-34. 

http://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/facultyworkingpapers/159
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are making authoritative decisions on the generation of bindingness.17 In the 
same vein, such a configuration of the DNA of the discipline does not provide 
for any indications as to how the mechanism to generate bindingness ought to 
be interpreted, the doctrine of interpretation being traditionally reserved for the 
interpretation of first order bindingness (i.e. primary rules).18 It has also been 
observed that the closure of the legally binding world at the heart of this con-
struction also comes with internal contradictions.19 Furthermore, this modernist 
departure from the naturalist posited bindingness has also suffered from the ar-
tificiality of its supposedly inductive mode of generation of bindingness as well 
as its reductive descriptive and explanatory virtues.20 Eventually, the construc-
tion of the discipline on the idea of bindingness has also born dramatic conse-
quences on the expectations of non-international lawyers as well as the pride of 
international lawyers. Indeed, if international law is equated to the world of the 
‘legally binding’ and if bindingness is no guarantee for compliance, interna-
tional lawyers are systematically forced to justify themselves when their legally 
binding standards are flouted by international actors. Non-compliance is made 
pathological by virtue of the division of the world between the ‘legally bind-
ing’ and the ‘legally non-binding’.  
 
It remains that, notwithstanding all such limitations and drawbacks, this mod-
ernist construction grounded in the dichotomic notion of bindingness has pros-
pered. It is not until the second half of the 20th century that more and more in-
ternational lawyers came to be dissatisfied with descriptive and argumentative 
frameworks that distinguish between the ‘legally binding’ and the ‘legally non-
binding’.  
 
2. The contestation: the turn to ‘authority’ and ‘legitimacy’ 
 
It is argued here that the growing unease which international lawyers felt about 
the ontological role of bindingness brought about two types of contestations. 
                                                 
17 Such conceptual deficiency sometimes prodded some international lawyers to cobble something 
looking like a rule to warrant the bindingness of primary rules. In the context of international treaties, 
they labelled their dodgy construction with the maxim Pacta Sunt Servanda and gave it a conventional 
nest in the authoritative text of the law of treaties. Some even went as far as giving it is a jus cogens 
status with a view to solving the question of the foundation of second-order bindingness. See J. 
d’Aspremont, “Jus Cogens as a Social Construct without Pedigree (‘If Judges Say so Then it Must be 
True’)” 46 Netherlands Yearbook of International Law (2015) (forthcoming).  
18 On this distinction between the interpretation of primary rules and the interpretation of secondary 
rules, see Duncan Hollis, “The Existential Function of Interpretation in International Law” and Jean 
d’Aspremont, “The Multidimensional Process of Interpretation: Content-Determination and Law-
Ascertainment Distinguished”, in Andrea Bianchi, Daniel Peat, and Matthew Windsor (eds), Interpre-
tation in International Law (OUP, 2015).  
19 See M. Koskenniemi, From Apology to Utopia (CUP, 2005).  
20 T. Franck, The Power of Legitimacy among Nations, (NY, OUP, 1990), at 5 
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On the one hand, one has witnessed more radical endeavors to completely strip 
the DNA of the discipline of the idea of bindingness (and thus of the distinction 
between the ‘legally binding’ and the ‘legally non-binding’). This has usually 
manifested itself in a turn to authority. On the other hand there have been at-
tempts to re-invent or re-locate bindingness while not altering too much the 
DNA of the discipline. This second – and less radical – posture has usually ex-
pressed itself in a turn to legitimacy. Each of these two defying attitudes to-
wards the traditional genetic code of the discipline – and the experiment which 
they have led to – are sketched out here.  
 
Before providing such a brief overview, a chronological remark ought to be 
formulated. The focus on the second half of the 20th century of legal thought 
could be found perplexing. Indeed, it could be tempting to include early 20th 
century legal realism in the league of such detractors of bindingness. It is ar-
gued here that the inclusion of legal realism in the contestation of bindingness 
would be unwarranted for at least two reasons. First, legal realism never coa-
lesced into a school of thought in international law. The first serious deploy-
ment of the legal realist mindset and methods in international legal studies 
came with the – below examined – Policy-Oriented School (or New Haven 
School) which, as is well-known, came with a clear political value-laden agen-
da that was unknown of legal realism. Second, legal realism itself never sought 
to alter the DNA of legal argumentation but rather promoted a new sets of ob-
servational methods – all associated with the external point of view – to deci-
pher the processes behind those judicial decisions that arbitrate between the 
‘legally binding’ and the ‘legally non-binding’.  
 
Accordingly, it is not until the 1940s that the very first severe challenge to the 
binary genetic code of the discipline was seriously witnessed. It then came in 
the form of a turn to authority. In fact, feeling some discomfort with the restric-
tive descriptive framework, the poor explanatory virtues and the disengage-
ment inherent in a discipline defined by the concept of bindingness, a series of 
international lawyers at Yale University sought to set off a revolution by exper-
imenting the idea of international law as a process of authoritative and effective 
decision-making.21 For these scholars – usually said to belong to the above-
mentioned New Haven Law School or the Policy-Oriented School of Jurispru-
dence, bindingness condemns the international lawyer to the perspective of a 
political inferior who receives the rule and whose only tasks are  to apprehend 
it and describe its content. For these scholars, the focus must be shifted to in-
teractions between actors that produce authoritative decisions as well as their 
claims, strategies, resources and situations. The role of international lawyers is 

                                                 
21 For an early statement, see Harold D. Lasswell & Myres S. McDougal, Legal Education and Public 
Policy: Professional Training in the Public Interest, 52 Yale Law Journal 203 (1943). 
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therefore not that of distant observers able to distinguish between the ‘legally 
binding’ and the ‘non-legally binding’. Rather, international lawyers are ex-
pected to interfere with such interactive processes with a view to improving 
decision-making procedures in a way that ensures better decisions – that is de-
cisions that uphold the values of the New Haven school. Said differently, in the 
eyes of these Yale scholars, the discipline should not articulate itself around the 
distinction between the legally binding world and the legally non-binding 
world but must produce a theory of social choices.22  
 
The disappointing fate of the New Haven School is common knowledge. It 
does not need to be recalled or explained here. It is of greater avail to stress 
that, although the Policy-Oriented School did not provoke any overhaul of the 
DNA of the discipline, its demoting of bindingness as the central feature of any 
valid legal rule inspired other international lawyers to take control of the genet-
ic code of the discipline. Other variants of the turn to authority in contestation 
to the ontological function of bindingness must be mentioned.  
 
For instance, a similar dethroning of bindingness as the DNA of the discipline 
is found in those accounts of international law that accommodate the idea of 
softness of law. Indeed, by virtue of the recognition that law can be soft, many 
scholars came to displace bindingness as a unique distinguishing feature of val-
id law. For them, non-binding rules can supposedly be anchored in the interna-
tional legal order which now comprises, not only binding rules, but also author-
itative instruments which are either abided by actors or which have the poten-
tial to generate binding rules in the future (either in the form of a treaty or a 
customary rule). 23 In that sense, the doctrine of soft law can be read as a turn to 
authority that demotes bindingness as the central genetic code of the disci-
pline.24  
 
The turn to authority took yet another configuration at the end of the 20th centu-
ry and the beginning of the 21st century when international legal scholars, while 

                                                 
22 see gen. M. Reisman, S. Wiessner, Siegfried; and A. Willard, “The New Haven School: A Brief 
Introduction”, 32 Yale Journal of International Law 575 (2007).  
23 On the mainstream doctrine of soft law, see gen. A. Boyle and C. Chinkin, The Making of Interna-
tional Law (2007), at 211 – 229; V. Lowe, International Law (2007), at 96 – 97; Guzman, “The Design 
of International Agreements”, 16 EJIL (2005) 579; Baxter, “International Law in ‘Her Infinite Varie-
ty’”, 29 ICLQ (2980) 549; M. Virally, “La distinction entre textes internationaux de portée juridique et 
textes internationaux dépourvus de portée juridique, Rapport provisoire àl’Institut de droit internation-
al”, 60-I Annuaire de L’Institut de Droit International (1983), at 244; Elias and Lim, “General Princi-
ples of Law, “ Soft ” Law and the Identification of International Law”, 28 Netherlands, Yearbook of 
International Law (1997) 45. 
24 On the agenda behind the construction of soft law, see Jean d’Aspremont, “Softness in International 
Law: A Self-Serving Quest for New Legal Materials”, 19 European Journal of International Law 
(2008), 1075 – 1093. 
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not seeking to expunge bindingness from the DNA of international law, pro-
posed to look at the world and apprehend the exercise of public authority by 
virtue of new descriptive frameworks centered, not on bindingness, but on au-
thority and impact. 25 Such scholars do not deny that some standards can be le-
gally binding and others not. Yet, they contend that the distinction between the 
‘legally binding’ world and the ‘legally non-binding’ world is irrelevant in de-
scriptive and prescriptive terms. For them, the exercise of public authority can-
not be reduced to legally binding expressions thereof and the standards of ac-
countability, participation and transparency to which all exercises of public au-
thority ought to be subjected do not necessarily need to belong to the legally 
binding world. Although this has appeared to serve their regulatory – and man-
agerialist26 – thirst, it matters only to highlight at this stage that such construc-
tions have offered another type of contestation of the binary code provided by 
bindingness.  
 
As was indicated above, the genetic role provided by bindingness was not only 
challenged by a turn to authority in international legal thought. The end of the 
20th century also witnessed a move away from the central role of bindingness 
through a de-emphasis of bindingness and an emphasis of legitimacy.27 This 
turn to legitimacy in international legal thought is famously epitomized by 
Thomas Franck’s 1990 Power of Legitimacy among Nations. Although he was 
probably not the very first advocate of a turn to legitimacy, he probably was 
one of the most influential and visible beacons of a rerouting of international 

                                                 
25 For some well-known turns to authority, see B. Kingsbury, N. Krisch and R. Steward, “The Emer-
gence of Global Administrative Law”, 68 Law and Contemporary Problems, 2005, p. 15-61; C. Har-
low, “Global Administrative Law: The Quest for Principles and Values”, 17 European Journal of In-
ternational Law, 2006, p. 197-214 ; B. Kinsgbury, “The Concept of Law in Global Administrative 
Law” 20 European Journal of International Law, 2009, p. 23-57; M. Goldmann, “Inside Relative 
Normativity : From Sources to Standards Instruments for the Exercise of International Public Authori-
ty”, 9 German Law Journal, 2008, p. 1865 ff;  A. von Bogdandy, P. Dann et M. Goldmann, “Develop-
ing the Publicness of Public International Law : Towards a Legal Framework for Global Governance 
Activities”, 9 German Law Journal, 2008, p. 1375 ff. For other forms of turn to authority in interna-
tional legal studies, see N. Krisch, “The Structure of Postnational Authority”,  Available at 
SSRN:http://ssrn.com/abstract=2564579 or Birgit Peters and Johan Karlsoon Schaffer, “The Turn to 
Authority Beyond States”, 4 Transnational Legal Theory (2013), 315-335.  
26 See M. Koskenniemi, “The Politics of International Law – 20 Years Later”, 20 European Journal of 
International Law (2009) at 14-18. 
27 For some illustrations of the rise of legitimacy in international legal studies, see John Tasoulias, 
“The Legitimacy of International Law”, in Samantha Besson and John Tasioulias, The Philosophy of 
International Law (OUP, 2010), at 97; CA Thomas, “The Concept of Legitimacy and International 
Law”, LSE Law, Society and Economy Working Papers 12/2013 (also published as CA Thomas, “The 
Use and Abuse of Legitimacy in International Law”, Oxford Journal of Legal Studies (2014), 1-30; R. 
Wolfrum, “Legitimacy in International Law from a Legal Perspective”, in R. Wolfrum and V. Roben 
(eds), Legitimacy in International Law, Springer, 2008, 1-2; Hilary Charlesworth, Conclusions, in Hila-
ry Charlesworth and Jean-Marc Coicaud (eds), Fault Lines of International Legitimacy (CUP, 2010), p. 
389. 
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legal thought away from bindingness. A more recent – and sophisticated – ac-
count of such a shift away from bindingness towards legitimacy has been pro-
vided by Brunnée and Toope.28 Others have similarly proposed to “consider 
legitimacy not as a source of legal compliance or as a moral benchmark but ra-
ther as a process by which institutional or social inequalities can be justified”.29 
The turn to legitimacy in international legal thought and the contestation of 
bindingness which it has manifested have been extremely heterogeneous. Mul-
tiple variants thereof could be reported. Among them, Franck’s account, be-
cause he still insisted in need for symbolic validation30, may sometimes seem 
the least subversive.31 
 
Whatever the nuances between these numerous variants of the turn to legitima-
cy, it is of importance to realize that such a contestation came to bear similar 
consequences as those attached to the abovementioned turn to authority. Ac-
cording to Franck and his? associates, the world ought no longer to be divided 
between the ‘legally binding’ and the ‘legally non-binding’. Indeed, the turn to 
legitimacy is meant to “release [international lawyers] from law’s binary 
bind”.32 As a result, the doctrine of sources – that had been built in the modern 
tradition to uphold a distinction between bindingness and non-bindingness – 
ought to be sidelined to allow the world to be apprehended as a shade of legit-
imacy degrees.33 International lawyers are thus invited to ‘move from institu-
tions to regimes, from rules to regulation, from government to governance, 
from responsibility to compliance, from legality to legitimacy, from legal ex-
pertise to international relations expertise’.34 Just like the turn to authority, this 
turn to legitimacy can thus be seen as an attempt to develop a new authoritative 
coding of the discipline which emphasize legitimacy and loosens the descrip-
tive, explanatory, and prescriptive structures to which international lawyers had 
traditionally been resorting. Yet, it is noteworthy that, with the turn to legitima-
cy, bindingness is not erased from the DNA of the discipline but is more simp-
ly merged with questions of compliance (in the broad sense). More specifically, 
it does not strip the genetic code of the discipline from the dichotomic notion 

                                                 
28 Brunnee and Toope, Legitimacy and Legality in International Law – An Interaction Account, (Cam-
bridge, 2010). 
29 Hilary Charlesworth, “Conclusions”, in Hilary Charlesworth and Jean-Marc Coicaud (eds), Fault 
Lines of International Legitimacy (CUP, 2010) at 398 
30 T. Franck, The Power of Legitimacy among Nations, (NY, OUP, 1990), at 92 
31 T. Franck, The Power of Legitimacy among Nations, (NY, OUP, 1990), at 92 
32 T. Franck, The Power of Legitimacy among Nations, (NY, OUP, 1990), at 36. 
33 T. Franck, The Power of Legitimacy among Nations, (NY, OUP, 1990), at 27. 
34 J. d'Aspremont, “The Politics of Deformalization in International Law” (2011) 3 Goettingen Journal 
of International Law 503, 510. The above typology of the broad, inclusive concept of deformalization 
derives from the same article at 508-510. 
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of bindingness but rather allows questions of compliance (‘why do States com-
ply with international law’) to conveniently converge with definitional inquir-
ies (‘what is international law’).35 According to this legitimacy-based perspec-
tive, international law should not be construed as a binding vocabulary but, ra-
ther, as a judgment and action.36 
 
The overview made here of the experimental changes of the genetic code of the 
discipline is certainly not exhaustive. The literature contains other attempts to 
play down bindingness as the DNA of the discipline.37 The foregoing, nonethe-
less, suffices to show the extent of the rebellion against the centrality of bind-
ingness. Such a success is certainly not accidental or unwarranted. The main 
driver38 for such success is probably to be found in the joyful feeling of free-
dom and space which such an emancipation from the binary world created by 
bindingness has brought about. Indeed, liberated from the straightjacket of 
bindingness, international lawyers have come to discover a new range of possi-
bilities to make sense of the world as well as all sorts of new phenomena – and 
exercises of public authority – to which they can apply their renewed descrip-
tive and evaluative categories as well as new regulatory agendas. In other 
words, the move away from bindingness seems to allow international lawyers 
to capture more fully the multilayered dynamics behind the functioning of in-
ternational law. 39 
 
                                                 
35 On this aspect of the turn to legitimacy, see David Bederman, The Spirit of International Law 3 
(Georgia University Press, 2002). 
36 D. Kennedy, Of War and Law (Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey 2006), 45; D. 
Kennedy, International Legal Structures (Nomos, Baden-Baden 1987); D. Kennedy. “When renewal 
repeats: thinking against the box” (1999) 32 NYUJ Int'l L.& Pol. 335; D. Kennedy. 'Challenging expert 
rule: the politics of global governance' (2005) 27 Sydney Law Review 5; D. Kennedy, “The Mystery of 
Global Governance” (2008) 34 Ohio NUL Rev. 827; D. Kennedy. “The Disciplines of International 
Law and Policy” 12 Leiden Journal of International Law (1999) 9. 
37 The legal pluralism that imbues some recent constructions is certainly one of them, not least because 
the unity of international law (and of the discipline) does not originate in the same binding quality of 
norms but from the interactions between regimes. See A. Fischer-Lescano and G. Teubner, “Regime-
Collisions : the Vain Search for Legal Unity in the Fragmentation of Global Law” (2004) 25 Michigan 
Journal of International Law 999. See the critical remarks on the fact that the type of unity envisaged 
by legal pluralism ceases to pose demands on the world by M. Koskenniemi, “The Fate of Public Inter-
national Law: Between Technique and Politics”, 70 Modern Law Review (2007) p. 20-24. 
38 For a discussion of some of the driving forces behind the turn to legitimacy as a central topic of 
scholarly study, see Mattias Kumm, “The Legitimacy of International Law: A Constitutionalist 
Framework of Analysis” 15 European Journal of International Law (2004) 907-931. See also Daniel 
Bodansky, “Legitimacy in International Law and International Relations” APSA 2011 Annual Meeting 
Paper, available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1900289. 
39 See e.g. T. Franck, The Power of Legitimacy among Nations, (NY, OUP, 1990), at 5; N. Krisch, 
“The Structure of Postnational Authority”, Available at SSRN:http://ssrn.com/abstract=2564579; 
Brunnee and Toope, Legitimacy and Legality in International Law – An Interaction Account, (Cam-
bridge, 2010), at 5 and 47. 
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The fortune of the rebellion against bindingness can probably also be traced 
back to the growing ennui felt by international lawyers in relation to the foun-
dational debates addressing the origin of the division of the world between the 
‘legally binding’ and the ‘legally non-binding’40 as well as the repeated skepti-
cal accounts about the contradictions of the doctrines which populate the legal-
ly binding world.41 In that context, the abovementioned moves away from the 
ontological function of bindingness, whether in the form of a turn to authority 
or legitimacy, has helped alleviate the ontological fatigue of international law-
yers and has allowed a refuge in more pragmatist postures.42 
 
Eventually, the contestation of bindingness could be explained through its as-
suaging of one of international lawyers’ greatest complexes, i.e. the so-called 
Austinian imperatival handicap of international law.43 It seems obvious that 
bindingness has never been a guarantee for compliance. As was indicated 
above, bindingness is only one of the possible sources of authority of interna-
tional law. This is why, in the absence of any guarantee for compliance, the 
distinction between the ‘legally binding’ and the ‘legally non-binding’ has cre-
ated a need among international lawyers to explain (and play down) these sit-
uations where the legally binding is not complied with – which is a rather em-
pirically common phenomenon. Even though international lawyers have devel-
oped powerful argumentative tools to diminish the ontologically devastating 
consequences of this fable while having also learnt to live with the emotional 
discomfort of non-compliance, they always resent being reminded that interna-
tional law suffers from an enforcement disability, especially outside interna-
tional lawyers’ closed peer-circles. Against such a backdrop, playing down 

                                                 
40 See e.g. T. Franck, The Power of Legitimacy among Nations, (NY, OUP, 1990), at 32.  
41 Gerry Simpson, “On the Magic Mountain: Teaching Public International Law”, 10 European Jour-
nal of International Law 1999, 70-92, at 74: “Is international law really? The pitiless refrain haunts us 
at every turn. When our Law School colleagues or sceptical students ask this question we search our 
bag of rhetorical tricks for answers. Few of these are sophisticated or illuminating as Thomas Franck’s 
self-referential theory of legitimacy. Thus, we resort to false analogies between domestic legal institu-
tion and their international counterparts or make reference to murderers who remain unapprehended 
(rather like the superpowers whose invasions go unpunished). We are perhaps slightly ashamed at these 
not quite accurate parallels”. In the same vein, see See Martti Koskenniemi, “International Legal Theo-
ry and Doctrine”, Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Para. 22: “Unwilling to re-
enter the terrain of positivism/naturalism, international lawyers turned to the social science vocabulary 
of legitimacy to address the normative force of international rules... The language of ‘legitimacy’ goes 
some way towards resolving the dilemmas posed by purely external and purely internal explanations 
for international law’s binding force”.  
42 For some critical remarks, see Alexander Somek, “Legal Science as a Source of Law: A Late Reply 
by Puchta to Kantorowicz”, University of Iowa Legal Studies Research Paper Series, Number 13-7, at 
4.  
43 For some remarks, see J. d'Aspremont, “Herbert Hart and the Enforcement of International Law: 
Substituting Social Disability to the Austinian Imperatival Handicap of the International Legal Sys-
tem”, available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1995041 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1995041. 
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bindingness as the DNA of the discipline has helped them think that interna-
tional law does not need enforcement mechanisms and that non-compliance 
does not need to be justified.44 If international law is not all about bindingness, 
non-compliance is no longer a problem, nor an existential issue for the disci-
pline.45 Backing away from bindingness similarly preserves the chance of in-
ternational lawyers to be taken seriously by other actors in times of non-
compliance.46 All in all, stripping bindingness from the DNA of the discipline 
thus performs some self-preserving and self-sustaining function.47 In the ab-
sence of bindingness, non-compliance can even be turned into a reinvigorating 
opportunity for the whole discipline, for each case of non-compliance provides 
international lawyers with an invitation to look at what can be done to enhance 
authority and legitimacy.48 
 
Whatever the drivers for their success, the abovementioned rebellious experi-
ments against bindingness have all spawn an outpouring of extremely refresh-
ing scholarship. There is hardly any doubt that those endeavors to make the ge-
netic code of the discipline less dependent on the dichotomy between the ‘le-
gally binding’ and the ‘legally non-biding’ have been instrumental in the mush-
rooming of significantly innovative and creative scholarship in the last decades. 
But this success as well as the rejuvenation of international legal thought that 
they have kindled are not the end of the story as is argued in the next section.  
 
3. From the experience of freedom to disenchantment: the resilience of 
bindingness 
 
Scholarly experiments geared towards an alteration of the binary genetic code 
provided by bindingness have thus been aplenty since the second half of the 
20th century. The success of such contestations could, at first glance, convey 
the impression that the heyday of bindingness as the DNA of the discipline is 
behind. It is argued in this third and last section that this image of a retreat of 

                                                 
44 This is also the reading made by Daniel Bodansky, Bodansky, “Legitimacy in International Law and 
International Relations” APSA 2011 Annual Meeting Paper, available at 
SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1900289, at 9.  
45 On the idea that illegitimate institutions can generate compliance through sanction mechanisms, see 
Allen Buchanan, “The Legitimacy of International Law” in Samantha Besson & John Tasioulas, The 
Philosophy of International Law (OUP, 2010) 79, at 80-81 
46 Jan Klabbers, “The Relative Autonomy of International Law and The Forgotten Politics of Interdis-
ciplinarity” 1 Journal of International Law and International Relations (2005) 35, at 41. 
47 See e.g. T. Franck, The Power of Legitimacy among Nations, (NY, OUP, 1990), at 16. Mattias 
Kumm, “The Legitimacy of International Law: A Constitutionalist Framework of Analysis” 15 Euro-
pean Journal of International law (2004) 907-931. 
48 John Tasoulias, “The Legitimacy of International Law”, in Samantha Besson and John Tasioulias, 
The Philosophy of International Law (OUP, 2010), 97, at 100. 
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bindingness may actually be misleading. Indeed, whilst praised and celebrated 
as possible sources of renewal of international legal thought when they were 
first introduced, the experiments discussed in the previous section quickly 
came to be deeply discredited, far beyond the mere confrontational and oscil-
lating dynamics of international legal discourses. And none of the various ex-
perimental moves away from bindingness mentioned above have been spared. 
The story of the quest for a rejuvenation of the DNA of the discipline away 
from its modernist binary structure is rather a story about the rise and fall of the 
contestation of bindingness, that is, a story about the resilience of bindingness 
in international law discourses.  
 
The reasons for the disrepute in which the abovementioned subversive experi-
ments have fallen are numerous and of very different natures. It suffices to re-
call some of them here. A common set of charges made against the turn to au-
thority and the turn to legitimacy pertain to their dilution of the ‘legally bind-
ing’ and ‘legally non-binding’ under a multidisciplinary vocabulary.49 For in-
stance, mention has been made of the hegemonic move to new international 
relations and public administration vocabularies and the correlative empower-
ment of new experts50. In the same vein, the turns to authority and legitimacy 
have attracted suspicion of collusion with hegemonic enterprises outside aca-
demic circles.51 Such experiments have also been faulted for their evasiveness 
and the unattainable horizon which they project52 or for reviving a veiled form 
of neo-naturalism that fails to make its moral assumptions explicit.53 Their ina-
bility to transcend the inner contradictions of international legal arguments has 

                                                 
49 For an acknowledgement that the turn to legitimacy calls for a turn to international relations, see 
Brunnee and Toope, Legitimacy and Legality in International Law – An Interaction Account, (Cam-
bridge, 2010), at 5 and 47, at 5; for some criticisms of inter- and multi-disciplinarity, see Jan Klabbers, 
“The Relative Autonomy of International Law and The Forgotten Politics of Interdisciplinarity” 1 
Journal of International Law and International Relations (2005) 35, at 41; Martti Koskenniemi, “Con-
stitutionalism as Mindset: Reflections on Kantian Themes about International Law and Globalization”, 
8 Theoretical Inquiries in Law 9, 14 (2006); see also Martti Koskenniemi, “The Mystery of Legal Ob-
ligation”, 3 International Theory 319, 319 (2011). 
50 Martti Koskenniemi, “Miserable Comforters: International Relations as New Nature Law”, 15 Eu-
ropean Journal of International Relations 2009, 395-422, at 395; M. Koskenniemi, “The Politics of 
International Law – 20 Years Later”, 20 European Journal of International Law (2009) 9, 14-17.  
51 J. Hathaway, “American Defender of Democratic Legitimacy” 11 European Journal of Internation-
al Law (2000), 1, 121-134. 
52 Berman in Hilary Charlesworth and Jean-Marc Coicaud (eds), Fault Lines of International Legiti-
macy (CUP, 2010) at 398 
53 Alexander Somek, “The Concept of ‘Law’ in Global Administrative Law: A Reply to Benedict 
Kingsbury” in 20 European Journal of International Law (2009) 985–995; M. Koskenniemi, “The 
Mystery of Legal Obligation”, 3 International Theory (2011) 319-325, at 320 ; M. Koskenniemi, “The 
Politics of International Law – 20 Years Later”, 20 European Journal of International Law (2009) 14-
17.  
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attracted some contempt as well. 54 They have similarly been perceived as 
short-lived problem-avoidance strategies.55 By the same token, the program-
matic agenda of some of these constructions has sometimes disillusioned those 
who believed that the lift of the requirements for formal bindingness would 
help extend the realm of international law and help vindicate more efficiently 
any project of justice.56 
 
In the eyes of the author of this chapter, the most compelling reservations 
against the alteration of the DNA of the discipline found in contemporary liter-
ature probably lie elsewhere. It can be objected that the distinction between the 
‘legally binding’ and the ‘legally non-binding’ is often, in the abovementioned 
frameworks, replaced by new binary and dichotomic structures suffering from 
the same deficiencies: the legitimate and the illegitimate, the authoritative and 
the non-authoritative, the liquid and the solid, etc.57 Equally devastating from a 
methodological vantage point is the constant oscillations between normative 
and descriptive legitimacy which those constructions rely upon.58 Eventually, 
there seems to be a great deal of naivety in the grand ambition found in such 
managerialist projects to subject all exercises of public authority to new idealist 
constraints like accountability.59  
 
It is probably not the place to discuss any further the objections against these 
endeavors to displace bindingness as the very defining genetic code of the dis-
cipline. It matters more to emphasize that the disrepute of those attempted al-
terations of the DNA of the discipline has not translated itself into an abrupt 
discontinuation of all those experiments on the binary genetic code of interna-
tional law. Indeed, the superintendents of these managerialist laboratories have 
usually turned a blind eye to all the charges recalled above and have simply 

                                                 
54 Martti Koskenniemi, “Legitimacy, Rights and Ideology, Notes Towards a Critique of the New Mor-
al Internationalism”, 7 Associations: Journal Legal & Social Theory 349, 362 (2003), at 363; On the 
instability of the concept of legitimacy, see also Jan Klabbers, “Review of Fault Lines of International 
Legitimacy”, 105 American Journal of International Law (2011) 394, 394. 
55 See D. Caron, “The Legitimacy of the Collective Authority of the Security Council” (1993), Ameri-
can Journal of International Law 552, at 557. 
56 J. Klabbers, “The Redundancy of Soft Law”, 65 Nordic Journal of International Law (1996) 173; J. 
Klabbers, “The Undesirability of Soft Law”, 67 Nordic Journal of International Law (1998) 381, Jean 
d’Aspremont, “Softness in International Law: A Self-Serving Quest for New Legal Materials”, 19 Eu-
ropean Journal of International Law (2008), 1075 – 1093.  
57  See e.g. N. Krisch, “The Structure of Postnational Authority”, available at 
SSRN:http://ssrn.com/abstract=2564579. 
58 Daniel Bodansky, “Legitimacy in International Law and International Relations” APSA 2011 Annu-
al Meeting Paper, available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1900289, at 7. 
59 M. Koskenniemi, “The Politics of International Law – 20 Years Later”, 20 European Journal of 
International Law (2009) 14-17; M. Koskenniemi, “The Mystery of Legal Obligation”, 3 International 
Theory (2011) 319-325, at 320 
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continued their experiment, still attracting a wide audience. In that sense, the 
contestation of bindingness, as a social phenomenon, has continued to find an 
echo in the discipline. Yet, what has been severely enfeebled are the enthusi-
asm and the idealistic faith (in a better world, a better profession and better in-
ternational legal thought) that such an experiment had once ignited. In fact, the 
disrepute has lead to disenchantment.  
 
As a result of such disenchantment, international lawyers, while still relishing 
being stimulated by experiments on the DNA of the discipline, have come to 
terms with   the ineluctability of their membership to a dichotomic world artic-
ulated between the ‘legally binding’ and the ‘legally non-binding’. In other 
words, disrepute has brought about disenchantment, which has in turn led to 
resignation. In their two-dimensional world, international lawyers have found 
that, in spite of those refreshing experiments on the genetic code of the disci-
pline, their role was inextricably bound to be centered on the mastery (and de-
ployment) of those techniques that allow an autonomous distinction between 
the ‘legally binding’ and the ‘legally non-binding’ as well as a determination of 
the content of the former. After some initial craze for those emancipatory pro-
jects, the dichotomic business of the ‘legally binding’ has returned to normal in 
contemporary academic circles.  
 
The account made here about the resilience of bindingness in international le-
gal thought may seem rather grim. It is as if, in the story told in this chapter, 
international lawyers had dreamed outside their dichotomic boxes for a night 
and returned to the inner contradictions of their modernist binary argumenta-
tive and descriptive framework the next day. Does the foregoing mean that 
nothing has been gained from those emancipatory projects? The answer, it is 
argued here, is no. The end of the story is not meant to be so bleak. The entire 
discipline, albeit never leaving square one, has usefully benefited from the con-
testation of bindingness which has been witnessed in various forms since the 
second half of the 20th century. Indeed, irrespective of their inconclusive re-
sults, the experiments on the DNA of the discipline carried out over the last 
decades have, as was mentioned already, been conducive to a refreshing and 
creative scholarship. Even if most international lawyers have eventually re-
mained faithful to their original binary world, they were all provoked into 
thinking conceptually and theoretically, which, in the light of the general theo-
retical paucity of international legal scholarship, constitutes an achievement. 
More importantly, the abovementioned experiments have prodded a certain 
number of international lawyers to look more critically at their genetic heritage 
and led them to some limited self-reflectivity which they would have been in-
capable of before. In fact, as a result of those experiments on the DNA of their 
discipline, international lawyers seem to be more mindful today of the limita-
tions of their binary structure of argumentation and of the poor descriptive vir-
tues thereof. They also seem to better understand the (political) need to pro-
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mote (the image of) their dichotomic world. This is so even if the way in which 
they vindicate the distinction between the ‘legally binding’ and the ‘non-legally 
binding’ has, not only lacked the elegance and the flamboyance of the manage-
rialists, but has also sometimes proved as “naïve”, “hegemonic” or “natural-
istic”.60  
 
It is true that this final optimistic glimpse on the account made here on the con-
testation against bindingness does not fundamentally change the conclusion of 
the story told in this chapter. At the end of the day, the DNA of the discipline – 
and the world of the ‘legally binding’ and ‘legally non-binding’ of international 
lawyers – has remained unaltered and, accordingly, continues to allow interna-
tional legal discourses autonomous development despite being riven by its 
original contradictions and the impossibility to explain second-order binding-
ness. The conclusion of this story about the resilience of bindingness in interna-
tional legal thought nonetheless carries an important lesson for all international 
lawyers, for it ultimately demonstrates that the division of the world between 
the ‘legally binding’ and the ‘legally non-binding’ is, not only the genetic her-
itage of international lawyers. It is also the very tradition61 of international law 
outside which there cannot be any knowledge about international law: interna-
tional lawyers are simply incapable of reinventing international law and them-
selves outside bindingness. Understanding that bindingness constitutes the very 
tradition of international law is to accept the permanent discomfort inherent to 
a dichotomic world outside which there can be no autonomous knowledge, let 
alone any disciplinary existence.  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
60 They have tried to anchor the ‘legally binding’ in the ‘non-legally binding’ through various doc-
trines of effectiviness whereby the legally binding is bridge with the non-legally bindin (for some re-
marks, see J. d’Aspremont, Epistemic Forces in International Law - Foundational Doctrines and 
Techniques of International Legal Argumentation (Edward Elgar, 2015), p). They have sought to de-
vise new that new standards of legitimacy of international law should be designed, among which de-
mocracy (see e.g. Mattias Kumm, “The Legitimacy of International Law: A Constitutionalist Frame-
work of Analysis” 15 European Journal of International Law (2004) 907-931) and participation of ad-
dressees of rules to their making (see e.g. Allen Buchanan, “The Legitimacy of International Law” in 
Besson & Tasioulas, The Philosophy of International Law (OUP, 2010), 79, 87); synthetizing all these 
selling tools, others have tried to sell international law as a constitutional order in both descriptive and 
evaluative terms (See in gen. J. Klabbers, A. Peters and G. Ulfstein, The Constitutionalization of Inter-
national Law (OUP, 2009). 
61 See gen. A. Mc Intyre, Whose Justice? Which Rationality? (Duckworth, 1988), at 351-352; see also 
M. Mitchell, “Michael Polanyi, Alasdair MacIntyre, and the Role of Tradition”, Humanitas, 97. 
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